
Yacht Club Classique
APPENDIX :  ROUTE AND FORBIDDEN ZONES

COUPE ARMORIQUE
0

1.   Prohibited areas considered as obstacles  
• All aquaculture farms and sectors : areas delimited by the lines joining all buoys around 

installations .

R  emind     : a competitor shall imperatively give way to another vessel so that it can stay outside a prohibited 
area. 

2.   Maritime traffic zone  
Mechanically propelled ships (warships, merchant ships, cargo ships, passenger ships and trawlers) 
have priority in their traffic area ; competitors must pass on the stern of these ships, in particular in the 
following maritime traffic areas:

    • Access channel to the port of BREST: from the moment the route of a mechanically propelled vessel 
entering or leaving extended by a distance of 400m from the bow of this vessel cuts the route of a competitor.

3.   Course marks that can be used as a scoring mark  

3.1.   Official score at a mark

The race committee may interrupt a race according to one of the causes provided for in RCV 32.1 and
validate it by taking as order of arrival the last official score at one of the marks specified below (this
modifies RCV 32) :

If a boat of the race committee bearing the 2nd substitute and the class flag of the classes concerned
(this modifies Race Signals) stands near one of the marks specified below, the mark and committee
boat set constitutes a door where an official scoring of the boats is carried out.

• The boats must pass this door and continue their race.

A GPS MARK can be announced during the briefing or thru the VHF before the start as an official
scoring mark.

• Competitors must note on the form in annex  : 

◦ GPS time (hh:mm:ss) when they reach the specified GPS range related to the GPS mark,

◦ Their GPS coordinates at this time,

◦ the position of the boats in visual or AIS proximity 

◦ the form will be deposited at the race secretariat (YCC house) as soon as they arrive in La
Rochelle.

• Competitors must pass on the required side of the mark and continue the journey

    If subsequently, the Race Committee decides to interrupt the race, the last official score will be
taken  into  account  as  the  order  of  arrival.  The  race  committee  will  confirm,  if  possible,  these
indications by "VHF" or any other means. 

If an interruption of the race is reported according to this appendix, the door where the last official
score was made, becomes the finish line for the classes concerned.  
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  If a claimable incident occurs between the time the vessels cleared that finish line and the time the
interruption was reported, no vessel shall be penalized for a violation of a Rule of Chapter 2 unless it
contravenes RCV 14 when the incident caused serious injury or damage, or RCV 23.1.

3.2.    OFFICIAL POINTING GPS MARKS that can be used

Name Latitude Longitude Range GPS

Buoy Aman ar Ross, 
North cardinal

48° 41,892’ N 4° 27,016’ W 0,5 nm

Buoy Grande Basse de Portsall, 
West cardinal

48° 36,729’ N 4° 46.1246’ W 0,5 nm

Grande Vinotière, 
Red turret

48° 21.932’ N 4° 48.414’ W 0.5 nm

4.   Route    PAIMPOL - CAMARET  
The following route will be used with or without the scoring marks listed above.

The exact description of the departure, clearance and arrival marks will be given at the briefing.

Mark Information To leave Latitude Longitude

Departure mark
Proximity to the 
Gouayan Turret

 On port 48° 47,224’ N 2° 56,820’ W

Clearance buoy
Proximity to Les 
Charpentiers turret

On port 48° 47,891’ N 2° 56,013’ W

Roche Guarine buoy East Cardinal  On port 48° 51,655’ N 2° 57,620’ W

Les Sirlots buoy Green Lateral  On port 48° 52,930’ N 2° 59,554’ W

La Jument des Heaux 
buoy

North cardinal On port 48° 55,416’ N 3° 08.036’ W

GPS marks Specified at briefing

Lizen Ven Ouest buoy West cardinal On port 48° 40,540’ N 4° 33,654’ W

Grande Basse de Portsall 
buoy

West cardinal On port 48° 36,728’ N 4° 46,125’ W

Le Four lighthouse Fl(5)15s On port 48° 31,388’ N 4° 48,311’ W

Les Vieux Moines turret Fl.R.3s On port 48° 19,325’ N 4° 46,632’ W

Arrival mark
Camaret harbour, 
approximative position 

On port 48° 17.1 ’ N 4° 35,3’ W
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Appendix : Self-scoring form to a mark :  Coupe Armorique YCC

Boat name : ______________________________Sail number_____________________

Date ___/____/______ 

Mark Hour:min:sec Boat Position 
Longitude Latitude

Boats in sight

Date ___/____/______ 

Mark Hour:min:sec Boat Position 
Longitude Latitude

Boats in sight

Date ___/____/______ 

Mark Hour:min:sec Boat Position 
Longitude Latitude

Boats in sight
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